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1 Introduction
Investigation of spin-dependent interactions of elementary particles at high energies is a
very important part of program of scientic research has been preparing for carry out at
storage rings (RHIC, CERN, COSY). It is well known in experimental particle physics
how to measure a total spin-dependent cross-section of proton-proton (pp) and proton-
deuteron (pd) or proton-nucleus (pN) and deuteron-nucleus (dN)interactions.
Through analicity we can get dispersion relations between the real and imaginary
parts of the forward scattering amplitude. These relations are very valuable for analyzing
interactions, especially if we know both real and imaginary parts of the forward scattering
amplitude in a broad energy range through independent experimental measurements.
There are several experimental possibilities for the indirect measurement of the real
part of the forward scattering amplitude [1].
Since no scattering experiment is possible in the forward direction, the determination
of the real part of the forward amplitudes has always consisted in the measurement of
well chosen elastic scattering observables at small angles and then in the extrapolation of
these observables towards zero angle [1]. All of these methods, however, contain discrete
ambiguities in the reconstruction of the forward scattering matrix, which can be removed
only by new independent measurements. Consequently,what is needed is a direct recon-
struction of the real part of the forward scattering matrix such we have in the case of the
imaginary part through the measurement of a total cross section.
It has been shown in [2-9] that there is an unambiguous method which makes the direct
measurement of the real part of the spin-dependent forward scattering amplitude in the
high energy range possible. This technique is based on the eect proton (deuteron) beam
spin rotation in a polarized nuclear target and (it is very important)on the phenomenon
of deuteron spin rotation and oscillation in a nonpolarized target. This technique uses
the measurement of angle of spin rotation of high energy proton (neutron) in conditions
of transmission experiment - the so-called spin rotation experiment .
The analogous phenomenon for thermal neutrons was theoretically predicted by Bary-
shevsky and Podgoretsky in [10] and experimentally observed by Abragam and Forte
groups [11-13] (the phenomena of nuclear precession of neutron spin in a nuclear pseudo-
magnetic eld of a target).
It should be noticed that the spin state of high energy particles passing through a














Figure 1: Conventional spin rotation experiment
In the present paper it is shown that we can reverse experiment arrangement to study
spin rotation and oscillation of particles of gas target through which beam of high energy
particles passes (see Fig.2). Such experiment arrangement make it realizable for storage
ring and allows to study zero-angle scattering amplitude at highest possible energies. Life-
time of particle beam in storage ring can reach several hours and even days. Life-time
of particle in gas target (gas trap) is long too. Particles circulate in storage ring with
frequency ν of several MHz that yields to the ν-fold increase of density of high energy
particles beam blowing gas trap in comparison with single passing case. Finally, this









analyser of polarisation of protons
(deuterons, atoms, molecules) in a cell
storage ring
Figure 2: Measurement of spin rotation for particles in a gas cell
This paper, then, is organized as follows. In section II relation between index of
refraction and eective potential energy of a particle in a medium is discussed. Section
III considers phenomenon of spin rotation of a particle captured to a trap under the
action of a beam of polarized particles. Expressions for eective potential energy and
angle of spin rotation are derived for particles in a trap. section IV studies rotation and
oscillation of deuteron spin. Estimations for angle of rotation show that the eect can be
experimentally observed.
2
2 Refraction index and effective potential energy of
particles in medium.
As a result of numerous studies (see, for example, [14, 15]), a close connection between
the coherent elastic scattering amplitude f(0) and the refraction index of a medium N
has been established:




where ρ is the number of particles per cm3, k is the wave number of a particle incident
on a target.
At derivation of (1) it is supposed that N − 1  1. If k ! 0 then (N − 1) grows and
expression for N has the form




Let us consider refraction on the vacuum-medium boundary











Figure 3: Kinetic energy of a particle in vacuum is not equal to that in medium.
As can be seen kinetic energy of a particle in vacuum Ev =
h¯2k2
2m
is not equal to that




We immediately obtain from the energy conservation condition the necessity to sup-
pose that a particle in a medium possesses eective potential energy. This energy can be
found easily from evident equality
E = E 0 + U
i.e.




3 Spin rotation of particles contained in a gas cell.
In 1964 it was shown [10] that while slow neutrons are propagating through the target
with polarized nuclei a new eect of nucleon spin precession occurred. It is stipulated
by the fact that neutrons in a polarized target possesses two refraction indices: (N"" for
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neutrons with the spin parallel to the target polarization vector and N"# for neutrons with
the opposite spin orientation , N"" 6= N"#). According to [10], in the target with polarized
nuclei there is a nuclear pseudomagnetic eld and the interaction of an incident neutron
with this eld results in neutron spin rotation. The results obtained in [10], initiated
experiments which proved the existence of this eect [9-11].
Thus, let us consider the amplitude of elastic coherent zero-angle scattering of nucleon
by polarized nucleon (nucleus).
General form of this amplitude with allowance for strong electromagnetic and weak
interactions is given in [2]. Below we shall consider more concretely the eect of nucleon
spin rotation in media with polarized protons (nuclei with spin 1/2), caused by strong
interaction. In this case, the explicit structure of the elastic scattering amplitude of a
particle with spin 1/2 by a particle with spin 1/2 (see, for example, [16]) proceeds from
the following simple discussions. In our case, the elastic scattering amplitude at zero angle




σ1 of an incident particle and that of medium, and




. Operators −!σ , −!σ1 can
be contained in the expression for the amplitude only in the rst degree, as higher degrees
of −!σ reduce either to a number or to −!σ . The combinations −!σ , −!σ1 and −!n must be such
that the scattering amplitudes are a scalar and invariant in space and time reflections.
These conditions denitely determine its general form:
F^ = A + A1 (
−!σ  −!σ1) + A2 (−!σ  −!n ) (−!σ1  −!n ) . (3)
By averaging the amplitude F^ with the help of a spin matrix of the density of scatters ρs
the elastic coherent scattering amplitude may be written as:
f = Sp ρs F^ = A+ A1 (
−!σ  −!p ) + A2 (−!σ  −!n ) (−!n  −!p ) (4)
where −!p = Sp ρs−!σ1 is the polarization vector of a scatterer in matter.
Amplitude f can be expressed as
f = A+−!σ  −!g (5)
where −!g = A1−!p + A2−!n (−!n  −!p ).
To simplify further reasoning let us consider the situation when vector −!n is either
parallel to −!p (−!n k −!p ) or perpendicular to −!p (−!n ? −!p ).
In this case one has that g (−!n k −!p ) = (A1 + A2)−!p and g (−!n ? −!p ) = A1−!p . Thus in
these cases vector −!g is directed along −!p . Selecting quantization axes parallel to −!p , one
can see that scattering amplitude f"" = A + g of nucleon with spin parallel to −!p is not
equal to scattering amplitude f"# = A− g of nucleon with spin antiparallel to −!p . Hence,
the corresponding refractive indices are not equal to each other (i.e. N"" 6= N"#).
One can express refractive index of nucleon with spin parallel to −!p as follows:
N"" = 1 +
2piρ
k2
f"" = 1 +
2piρ
k2
(A + g) (6)
and for nucleon with opposite polarization
N"# = 1 +
2piρ
k2






N = N"" −N"# = 2piρ
k2
(f"" − f"#) = 4piρ
k2
g (8)
is determined by the dierence in correspondent coherent scattering amplitudes and diers
from zero only in polarized medium.
From (2) it follows that eective potential energy of particle with spin parallel to −!p










Suppose that nucleon is placed into polarized medium and spin of the nucleon is
oriented at certain angle to the vector −!p . This state of nucleon can be described as
superposition of two states with spins directed along and opposite to the vector −!p . Spin
wave function of nucleon at time moment T = 0 can be expressed as:





























is characterized by U"#, then spin wave
function of nucleon in polarized medium changes with time as follows:



























where T is the time of nucleon being in medium.
Using (13) one can nd nucleon polarization vector at the time moment T
~pn(T ) = hψj~σjψi (14)











Suppose that nucleon spin in time moment T = 0 is perpendicular to the polarization
vector −!p . Direction of nucleon spin in time moment T = 0 denes axes x. In this case
c1 = c2 = 1/
p
2. Using (15) we obtain
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pnx = cos (ΩT ) e
−ρc(σ""−σ"#)T hψjψi−1,




















is the frequency of nucleon spin pre-
cession around polarization vector −!p .
It should be reminded that Imf(0) = k
4pi
σtot, where σtot is the total cross-section of
scattering of nucleon by nucleon (nulei, atoms).
According to (16) polarization vector of nucleon in polarized medium rotates around
nuclei polarization vector −!p at the angle
ϑ = ΩT = −2pih
m
ρRe (f"" − f"#)T (17)
This rotation is similar to the spin rotation appearing in magnetic eld. Then we
can conclude that polarized nuclear target acts on spin likewise the area occupied with
nuclear pseudomagnetic eld [10].
It is clear from the above that carried analysis is correct both for particles passing
through a rest nonpolarized target of thickness L during time T = L
v
(v is velocity of
a particle) and for particles entrapped to the trap through which particle beam passes.
In the second case particle beam is considered as moving polarized target and T makes
sense of time of beam action on an atom in trap. Validity of this statement can be easy
veried in beam coordinate frame, in which we have routine arrangement - target rests
while particles captured in a trap move in target.
Above we considered only cases with
−!
k ? −!p and −!k k −!p . In general case forward
scattering amplitude is expressed by (5):
f^(0) = A+−!σ  −!g
Then index of refraction is dened by















4 Deuteron spin rotation and oscillations




Potential energy of interaction of deuteron with a particle beam passing through a
trap and external elds can be expressed as follows:
U^ = −2pih
m
ρf^ (0)−−!µ  −!B (19)
where −!µ is the operator of deuteron magnetic moment.
It should be mentioned that if deuteron in a trap exists as deuteron atom then (19)
contains operator of magnetic moment of ground state of deuteron atom i.e. spin of
deuteron atom (just as deuteron spin) oscillates under the action of particle beam.
The explicit expression for the amplitude f^ (0) for particles with arbitrary spin S
has been obtained in [6]. Using this amplitude we can explicitly express U^ and nd the
behavior of spin wave function and other spin characteristics of a particle (atom)in any
given time moment with the help of Shro¨dinger equation.
At the beginning let us consider the simplest case when beam of nonpolarized particles
passes through a trap in the absence of external magnetic eld action. It is important
that even for an unpolarized medium f^(0) is a function of particle spin operator and can
be written as




z + ... + dsS
2s
z (20)




. Consider a specic case of strong
interactions invariant under space and time reflections. For this reason, the terms contain-
ing odd powers of S are neglected. Correspondingly, contribution to eective potential












From eq. (21) one can draw an important conclusion about Ueff being dependent
on the spin orientation with respect to the momentum direction. Suppose m denotes
magnetic quantum number, then for a particle in a state that is an eigenstate of the spin
projection operator Sz, one can express Ueff as









According to eq. (22), the particle states with quantum numbers m and −m have the
same Ueff . As we see the picture of deuteron energy levels splitting in a medium, coincides
with that of splitting of atom energy levels in electric eld due to Stark eect. Thus we
can guess that a deuteron in a medium undergoes the action of some eective quasielectric
nuclear eld, caused by nuclear interactions of deuteron with proton (nucleus).
The spin wave function of deuteron captured to the trap at the time moment T = 0 can
be represented as a superposition of basis spin wave functions χm, which are eigenfunctions















































It should be reminded that U1 = U−1
Let us choose coordinate system in which plane (xz) coincides with that formed by
vector h−!S i (< ~S>=<ψj~Sjψ>jψj2 ) in time moment T = 0. In this case δ1 − δ0 = δ−1 − δ0 = 0
and components of vector at T = 0 hSxi 6= 0, hSyi = 0.















ρ(σ0+σ1)cT b(a− c) sin[2pihρ
m
Red1T ]/jψj2, (25)
< Sz >= e
−ρσ1cT (a2 − c2)/jψj2,
Particle with spin 1 also possesses tensor polarization i.e. tensor of rank two Q^ij =
3/2(S^iS^j + S^jS^i − 4/3δij)


























e−ρσ1 cT − 2b2 e−ρσ0 cT
}
/jψj2 , (26)







ρ(σ0+σ1)cT b(a− c) cos[2pihρ
m
Red1T ]/jψj2,









where jψj2 = 2(a2+c2) e−ρσ1 cT+b2 e−ρσ0 cT and T is time of particle being inside a medium.
According to (25,26) rotation appears if the angle between polarization vector and
momentum of a particle diers from pi
2
. At this for acute angle between polarization
vector and momentum the sign of rotation is opposite than that for obtuse angles.
If spin is orthogonal to momentum then (a = c) particle spin (tensor of quadrupolar-











< Sy >= 0, (27)
< Sz >= 0,
And tensor of quadrupolarization:
< Qxx >=
{










a2 e−ρσ1 cT − 2 b2 e−ρσ0 cT
}
/jψj2 , (28)
< Qxy >= 0,











where jψj2 = 4a2 e−ρσ1 cT + b2 e−ρσ0 cT .





Density of particle beam passing through a trap can be estimated from the following
discourse. Suppose Nc is the number of particles in storage ring, they are distributed over
the volume V = SL, where S is the cross section of a beam rotating in storage ring and L
is the length of closed orbit. Thus, ρc =
Nc
SL
. For rotation frequency ν density of particle




It is easy to calculate that for Nc = 10
11, ν = 1.6  106sec−1 (for example, for COSY),
S = 1 cm2, L = 2  104cm
ρ =
1011  1.6  106
2  104 10
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Substituting these values to (29) and considering that for deuteron scattering by hydrogen






2  10−24  10
13  2  10−13 T = 3  10−3 T
one can estimate that for T = 103sec the angle ϕ = 3 rad.
So, the eect is considerable.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that hydrogen atom in triplet state has spin 1.
According to [17] (see also [18]) hydrogen (muonium) atom in the ground S state (just
as deuteron)possesses quadrupole moment due to the nonsphericity of hydrogen atom
(as well as deuterium nucleus). Therefore, all the above is relevant for a cell containing
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hydrogen atoms in triplet state. According to [19] study of deuteron spin-dependent scat-
tering amplitude allows, among other things, to investigate real part of nucleon-nucleon
scattering amplitude.
If a cell contains hydrogen atoms, then studying spin oscillation and rotation of hy-
drogen atom blowing by a flow of nonpolarized protons one can reconstruct real part of
proton-proton scattering amplitude, which is spin-independent.
5 Conclusion
Thus, the above analysis shows that, as a result of coherent rescattering processes, a
particle in a gas cell undergoes action of eective quasimagnetic and quasielectric elds,
formed by the flow of high energy particles. Picture of energy levels splitting, necessary
for analysis of behavior of particle spin, can be obtained from Shro¨dinger equation for





If a particle beam flying at a proton (deuteron, atom, molecule) containing in a cell







f^(0) = A+ A1(
−!


























(−!p −!n ) +
+B4 (
−!p −!n ) +B5
(−!





where terms containing A and d are caused by strong P-,T-even interactions, those with
B1, B2, B3, B4 - by P-odd T-even, B0 - by P-odd T-odd and B5 corresponds to P-even
T-odd interactions. It should be emphasized that f^(0) is amplitude of scattering by atom
as a whole, therefore it includes both scattering by atom nucleus and atom electrons,
−!
S
is the spin of an atom.
It should be emphasized that in discussed experiment arrangement the eect of rota-
tion and oscillation of spin of particles captured in a trap can exceed those investigated
for high energy particles passing through a trap. This is caused by the following. In the
rst case (when we observe spin rotation of particles captured in a trap, see Fig.1) density
of particles in a trap ρ can be quite low (ρ  108 − 109 cm−3). As a result life-time of a
particle beam rotating in a storage ring does not change. But in the second case (when
we observe spin rotation of high energy particles, see Fig.2) the density of particles in gas
cell should be rather high (for example, ρ  1012 cm−3) to increase the eect value, but
density growth yields to raising of multiple scattering by gas and, as a result, reduces life
time of high energy particle in a storage ring. Therefore, in the rst case observation time
can exceed that in the second case and eect can grow. Attention should be drawn to
10
the fact that energy levels splitting of a particle captured in a trap, which appears under
the action of pseudomagnetic and pseudoelectric elds formed by high energy particles,
can be investigated by the methods of in-resonator interferometry. In particular, either
Faradey eect or birefringence appears owing to energy levels splitting of atom, forced by
pseudomagnetic and pseudoelectric elds, formed by high energy particles. This can be
observed by means of photon trap (as it was described in [23]) (see Fig.4). Cherenkov
(quasi-cherenkov) free "electron" laser (free "proton" laser, with either relativistic protons
or deuterons or nuclei instead of electrons) with cylindrically symmetric resonator is the
most promising for use as laser amplier in photon trap.













Figure 4: Conventional experiment arrangement studying the spin rotation
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